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In this chapter I will provide evidence that pictures can

facilitate children's prose learning. Included in my purview of

"pictures" are both visual illustrations that Physically accomAhy

a prose passage and analogous visual images that take shape only

inside a learner's head. The evidence will be presented in the

context of a conceptual framework which, at this writing, seems

to account well for the various findings in the relevant prose-

learning literature. As will be seen, this framework assumes that

pictures in prose can serve multiple functions, two of.which will

receive special attention here. A consideration of these funptions,

along with selected text and learner characteristics, makes it

possible to specity the conditions under which picture effects

would be expected to be nonexi4tent or minimal on the one hand,

and maximum on the other. Findings thought to provide critical

support for the framework's assertions are then indicated.

The tirst part of the chapter includes a summary of what has

recently been concluded about picture effects in children's prose

learning. Then, the second part of the chapter presents the

conceptual framework and its components, with the available empirical

evidence re-evaluated in light of these components.

Pictures and Childrem's,Frose Lcarning_

Are Visual Illustrations Helpful?

Levin and Lesgold (1978) have examined children's prosc-learaing

studies in which experimenter-provided pictures accompany a text.

Their conclusions will provide us with a convenient point of depar-

ture.,
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One of the most salient discoveries in the Levin and Lesgold

review is surely the inadequacy of researchers' operationalizations.
. .

ot the question: Do pictures facilitate children's prose learning?

In some studies, comprehension has been confounded with word

recognition. In other studies, the pictures used seem to'bear

little or nd relationship to the story content. In still sthers,

the specific prose passages presented--and the associated comple-

hension assessment devices--appear less than optimal for answering

basic questions about picture faci4tation. For these reasons,

Levin and Lesgold had to delineate a number of side conditions,

or "gr3und rules:" associated with the'conclusions they rqached.

The ground rules functionally eliminated from consideration any

study suffering from one or more inadequate operationalizations

of the kind just describid.

Levin and Lesgold (gam were able.to identify nearly 20

experiments that incorporated their methodological ground rules.

Several recent ones can now be added to that list. The result.;

of these experiments clearly permit the conclusion that ,picture .

effects in children's prose learning-are positive, potpnt, and

pervasive. In particular, visual illustrations constructed to be

relevant to (indeed,,o4prlapping with) a story's content have been

found invariably to racilitate children's learning of that content.

Although the magnitude of facilitation.varies across experiments,

a figure of 407 represents an apparent lower limit. That is,

children exposed Lo story-relevant pictures may be expected to
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recalr at least 40Z more of that information in compariso to no-

picture controls.
1

Extenstons to Other Prose Types. Le411 and Lessoles (1978)

conclusions decive almost exclusively from studies in which

children were presented fictional narrative passages to learn.

:'.uch passages are the kind that would likely-a.Ppear in children''s

story books. However, the picture facilitation effects discussed

so far would take ,pn added significance if they extended to other

classes of prose material. 'The result s. of a !lumber of studies

suggest that they might. For example, visual illustrations have

been found to facilitate elementary school children's learning of

historical and scientific content (DeRose, 1976; Schallere, in

press). And, in a study recently completed in our laboratory (to

:44 discussed in detail later), we found that a special kind of

picture dramatically improved junior high. school students' learning A

about the accompliShments of famous people. Finally,.a generaliza-

tion of the visual illustration Tindings,to,an iMp tant "everyday"

cla.is of prose materials was accompiislied in a stu

ind .-4e 1 f .

by Jill Berry

In th:o. study (Berry 6, Levin, Note 1).,, fourth-grade Students

-werc read a series of passages. The passages consisted of.

Ot course, in specifying such a figure, one must assume that the resmkts
are based on passages for which there is plenty of "room" for pictures
to show their worth. That is, with n-emely simple or memorable passages
that produce near-ceiling level pert- .mance id a control condition,
obviously pictures cannot produce 0% improvement. Picture-Conirol
differences could alternatively be expressed in within-group .atandard
deviation units (e.g., Levin, 1975)--which would help alleviate this
problem somewhat--but percentage facilitation is reported here because
most readers likely are more used to thinking in those terms.
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human interest and novelty stories that had been gleaned from local

newspaptIrs. Consider, for example, the following pass

The honey bee, Wisconsin's official s ate
insect, is dying. It is dying from a ison-
ous spray that farmers use 'to destroy tgs on
the.,r crops.- The farmers don't,mean ttdll
the bees-3-'hat-some spray-they-nsz gen rned-
through the air to the hives of neighbftg
beekeepers. These beekeepers want the rmers .

to stop spraying their crops so the bees on't
. die. IE the farmers won't stop spraying, the

btekeepers want the farmers to tell thEawhn
and where they will be spraying so the bee-
keepers can move their bees Away from sprayed
snips.

eac passage was read, half of the children were shown a colored

wing that captured the main idea of the passage. For the

ent example, the picture in Figure I was display-% The other

^
half of the children simkly listened to the passages without

pictures. In one experiment, the children's recall of passage content

was tested'for immediately; in a second experiment, it was tested

for after a 3-day delay. In both experiments, children who were

shown the pictures remembered more of that information in comparison

to children who were not shown the picturet:. Thlr, it appears

that ,Oe consistently positive effects of pictures on children's

recall of fictional narratives, do indeed generalize to.their recall of

illustrable real-life incidents.

!In summary then; to answer the question posed at the beginning

af this section--Are visual illustrations helpful?--one can respond

with confidence: Yes, very:
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Figure l. Example of a picture used to improve children's
#

recall of n'4ewspaper tontent (Berry & Levin, Note 1):,
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Are Visual Imagery. Instructions Helpful?

Illustrations versus images. A review of.the imagery and learning

literature reveals that many researchers do not attend much to the

distinction between externally presented illustrations on the one hand, and

internally generated images on the other. Indeed, the two picture types

are often-referred to interchangeably. Why, then, should we bother to

make the distinction here? There are two related reasons, one basically

empirical and the other theoretical.

The empirical reason for disiinguishing between illustrations on

the page and images in the head is a simple one. The findings associated

with the two types of manipulation are often not identical. In

particular,-if one operationalizes the imagery generation process in6

terms of explicit instructions to learners to generate mental pictures,

with accompanying practice at doing so or training in the process,

thenas will soon become apparent in this section--the consistently

positive effects obtained with illustrations are noi nearly so consis

tently positive with imagery. This discrepancy, in fact, substantially

shaped the conceptual framework to be developed later.

The theoretical reason behind the distinction relates to speculations

aboutlAat goes on inside a learner's head when looking at an illustration,

as opposed to when creating an original'image. Although it might Vt

argued that once an illustration has been internalized, it resembles a

visual image, the two types of pictures are most dertainly associated

with different companion cognitive processes and abilities. Vilual

perception and interpretation skills are required in internalizing an

itt
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illuntration, whereas cognitive constructions and elaborations are

reNuired in creating imaginal representations of verbal messages.

Assuming that the.illustrations provided are well drawn, easily interpreted,

and approPriate to the verbal message, it might be expected that at

least in certain populations, picture effects would be more uniformly

positive when they are associated with ready-made illustrations than when

they are associated with self-generated visual imagery. This is because

with good illustrations, individual differences in the requisite

percc.ption and interpretation skills should play less of a role than would

individual differences in the cognitive skills underlying visual imagery

creation.

- I will now attempt to-summarize-the-evidence pertainingto-visnal7----

imagery effects in children's prose learning. Wittrock's.cha-pter in this

volume, as well as Pressley's (1977) review article, should be consulted

for additioaal information on the topic. Three main points, bolstered

by -relevant references, will be made here: (a) Positive effects

assOciated with visual imagery manipulations often do not materialize.

When positive effects do occur, they are typically (b) smallan magnitude

and/or (c) limited in generality. These points are offered in striking

contrast to the previously discussed illustration effects, which have been

found to be both ubiquitous and of impressive magnitude. This is not

to suggest, however, that visual imagery must always retain a second-

class citizen status as far as children's prose learning is concerned.

Rather, as detailed in our framework .to be presented later, a certain

kind of learner-generated visual imagery may not have to take a back

seat to anything.

2
Competing explanations of such a finding are possible, one of winch will
be hiAhlighted later in this chapter.
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'Review of the cvidel'ice. All the studies re,!iewed,here involve

at least two basic conditions. In one condition (control), students

simply listen to or read a prose passage. In the other condition

(imagery), students are given explicit instructions (with varying

degrees of practice or training) to create internal visual representa-

tions of the passage's content while processing it. The evidence to be

summarized will be framed in terms of the three points mentioned above.

1. No positive effect of visual imagery. A number of prose-learning

studies conducted with elemeatary school children have found no statistical

difference between imagery and control groups (e.g., DeRose, 1976; Heckler,

1975; Johnson, 1975; Kulhavy .61 Swenson, 1.975;,Lesso1d_McCormick, &

Golinkoff, 1975; Levin & Divine-Hawkins, 1974, Zxp. 2; Pierce, in

press; Steuck, 1979; Triplett, 1980. The Kulhavy and Swenson study

is noteworthy because no imagery effect. was detected on an immediate'

test, even though a'slight effect appeared on a test administered a week

later. Steuck could not replicate this delayed finding, however. The

Triplett study is noteworthy because students (fourth graders), who

received considerable practice at generating images to prose passages

produced no hint of facilitated performance.

AL this point it Should be mentioned that the children in.the

above sLudies were all at least 9 years of age (i.e., at least third

graders). Why is this consideration an important one? It is important

because some have speculated that the ability to profit from visual

imagery instructions is developmentally sensitive (Lesgold, Levin,

Shimren, a Gutmann, 1975; Levin, 1976; Pressley, 1Y77). That is, a

child's age--chronological, mental, or both--appears to be an important
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deCerminant ot whether or not any ,lenotits from visual imagery instructions

will occur. Supporting data related to a chronological aga interpretation

may be found in the studies of Dunham and Levin (1979), Guttmann, Levin, and

Prc.ss1vy (1977), Ruch and Levin (1979), and Shimron (1974), where children less

than 9 vrrs uf- age-experI rneed no-fart1
ftotton-whotsoeve-r-freffe-p.res.e-4e,arning

imagery instructions. Supporting data related to a mental age interpretation

may be found.in the studies of Bender and Levin (1978) and Wasserman (1979), where

educable mentally retarded (EMR) children did not benefit from visual imagery-.

instructions. Moreover, within an EMR student population'that varied consider-

ably in cht.--anological, age, Wasserman found that mental age was moderately

related to students' prose recall in the imagery condition (r = .53), but not

in the control condition (r = .16).

2. Small positive effects of visual imagery. There is no getting.around

the conclusion,that the positive effects of visual imagTry reported to date have

generally been small in magnitude. The tiny effect of imagery on Kulhavy and

Swenson';' (1975) delayed test, mentioned above, is one example. Similarly

unimpressive imagery effects were found in the very carefully controlled study

by Pressley (1976). Even with conditions designed so as to be extremely

hospitable to imagery generation, children (second graders) in the imagery

condition statistically outperformed controls by only a small amount (62% vs.

53%-correct, on the average). BenAer (1977) also reported a small positive

effect of visual imagery in his sample of normal (i.e., non-EMR) third-grade

children (aveages of 73% and 63% correct for imagery and control subjects,

respectively). These latter figures are almost identical to those of Guttmann

et al.'s (1977, Exp. 1) third graders (74% and 62%).

3. Limited_positive effects of visual imagery. The previously cited

Lesgold, McCorMick, and Golinkoff (1975) study-will be used to illustrate a
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situational limitation associated with visual imagery instructions. In

that study, third and fourth graders were given extensive training in

cartooning and imagery generation. Following xhe training, however, modest

prose recall gains were found only when the children read "homemade" stories

simitar-iff-f-orm-to-th-Tree given durtng train ug and urre-ren nded-to use an

imagery strategy while reading them. Without the imagery reminder and/or for

passages taken from a sttandardized reading test, no positive effect of imagery

training was observed. Moreover, students who were given just imagery instruc-

tions. (i.e., without the special training) showed no improvement even on the

homemade passar,es.

The variables of chronological and mental age discussed earlier certainly

restrict one's ability to generalite about visual im,gery effects across subject

populations. As has already been shown, with younger or cognitively less ad-

vanced subjects, positive effects of visual imagery instrUctions have not, emerged

. in the prose-learning literature. This is in striking contrast to the positive

effects of visual illustrations, which pop up with.regularity even in Such

populations (Bender & Levin, 1978; Dunham & Levin,'1979; Guttmann et al., 1977;-

Le4gold, Levin, Shimron, & Guttmann, 1975; Shimron, 1974).
ro.

Apart from age and intellectual development indicators, interactions of

selected individual differences and the ability to prcifit from visual imagery

instructions are suggested in the literature. For example, in an experiment with0

fourth graders, Levin (1973) founa that imagery instructions improved the reading

comprehension pf below average'readers with adequate,vocabulary/decoding skills.

In contrast, imagery instructions were-not helpful to below average readers

with inadequate vocabulary/decoding skills. In another study, Levin, Divine-
.

Hawkins, Kerst, and Guttmann (1974) found that fourth-grade studtents who wer4

relatively adept at,pictorial paired7associate learning benefited from



krose-learning imagery instructions. Students whose pictorial paired-associate

learning performance was relatively-loW did not benefit-from prose_-1ea_rnitu___

imagery instructions. Finally, Pierce (in press) recently attempted tr,

relate imagery strategy effectiveness to the cognitive style variable

of field independence, but with only marginal succeas.

Thus, hased on the evidence reported in the literature, as well

as that related at conventions or via personal communication§ of (typically

nonsignificant) results, I am forced to respond to the initiating

question of this section--Are visual images helpful?--with reluctance:

Slightly, perhaps: Because of this, some of my initial enthusiasm

directed toward visual imagery as an effeetive--and teaChable--prose-

learning strategy.(e.g., Levin, 1972) must. surely be dampened. On

the other hand, there is no justification for acrOss-the-boatd pessimism.

Some types ot students seem to profit substantially'from visual imagery

instruLtions such as, for example, those with adequate word.recognition

Skills hut,who, nonetheless, exhibit comprehension failure (Levin, 1973).

For Auch students, generating images of the passage content'umy be just

the organizational strategy they need to foster comprehension. Thus,

the potential of visual imagery to assist poor comprehenders should

not be minimized.. At the same time, and as has been alluded to already,

the deployment of a different kind of visual imagery sz.rategy may

b required to produce more globally positive effects.

A Conceptual Framework for Prose-Learning Pictures

Can we account for the fact that in the prose-learning studies con-

sidered so far, text-relevant provided illustrati ns invariably fadilitate

childrenirs recall of passage content to a nontrivial degree, whereas
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instructions to generate visual imagery are not nearly so consistent

in prmiiiCing-positive e-ffe-ctS? OF, better yet, can we begin to specify

the prose-learning conditions under which illustrations and imagas would

be expected to yield the greatest retnrns? By "prose-learning conditions,"

I am referring to learner and_text characteristics, both of which_are

likely to interact with picture manipniations. I think we can respond

affirmatively to-eaeh of these questions. To do so, however, requires

that we give consideration to a variety of functions that pictures might

he presumed to serve.

Two prefatory comments need be made with yespect to the conceptual
I.

framework proposed here. First, some of the functiors^listed will apply

more (or even exclusively) to pictures as visual illustrations, and others to

pictures as visual imagery. Which is for which should be clear by context,

however, and no special problems seem te, have been created by incorporating

the two types of pictures into a single table. Second, even though the

tunctions are discussed separately, it is not reasonable to regard them

as mutually exclusive competitors (i.e., one function is "right" and the

others are "wrong"). In all probability, multiple aspects'of pictures

contribute to improved prose learning. These effects could be additive

,pr interactive depending on the prose-learning conditions alluded to

,For purposes of the present discussion, however,'the several

T.icture functions will be treated as Separate comprents,'each contributing

to prose-learning facilitation. The necessary component-isolating

research has not yet'been conducted to. allow Tor definitive statements

concerning additive and interactive effects.
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Ityjagl,_esizedFunctions of Prose Pictures

_As has already been claimed, a variety of functions can be-geWed-

prose pictures. Table 1 sumnarizes eight that come to mind, arranged

in their likely increasing order of prose-learning benefits. By "benefits,"
a

I am considering here only improved recall of explicitly stated text

information. Other benefits such as improved recall of implied text

information (i.e., inferences derived from text information, or

inferences about the text's theme) and improved student affecti,ye -

characteristics (i.e., attitudes toward the specific text or toward prose

in general) are beyond the scope pf the present chapter. We now examine'

the eight-proposed functions of Table 1, some in pore detail than others.

1. Decoration function. This function is listed strictly as a

courtesy to those who believe that visual illustrations should be

included in text simply because they enhance a bcok's attractiveness.

Since this aesthetic motive has no obvious bearing on the present criterion

of enhanced,prose recall, however, the function will not be considered

further.

2. Remuneration function. This is the commercial byproduct of the

decoration function. That is, since many book purchasers share the

decoration function view, if book publishers include visual illusLrations

in theif books, sales will increase. In this sense, then, increased

decoration leads to increased remunelation. But just as the former is
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Table 1

Proposed Functions of Prose Pictures

Function General ueratiu pr..nciple
Anticipated cont.74bution
to improved prose learning,.

1. Decoration Pictures increse a text's attractiveness. t app I icable

2. Remuneuation -- Pictures increase publishers' sales. Not applicable

3. Motivation Pictures increase children's interest in

the text. Little or none

4. Reiteration Pictures provide additional-exposures

of the text. Little.

5. Representation Pictures make the text information more

concrete. Moderate'

6. Organization Pictures make the text information more

integrated. Moderate to substantial

7. Interpretation Pictures make the text information more

comprehnsible. Moderate to substantial

8. Transformation Pictures make the text information more

memorable. Substantial
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irrelevant, to incr(Ised recall of text information, so is the latter:

LeL us, therefore, resolve to dismiss this pecuniary function forthwith.

3. Motivation function. some people believe that prose illustrations

serve to increase children's interest in the text. The empirical data
-r

related to this belief are, howevett far from conclusive (e.g., Samuels,

1970 Moreover, even if children's interest, motivation, and the like,

e positivel:wallected by 1J1mtrations, there .exist no convincing

data to relate inoreased motivation per se to increased prose recall.
0

In .a study by Heckler (1.975), for example, increased motivation defined

in- terms-of-monetary Inemitives-for learning.did not improqe children's

prose recall. Moreover,.if illustrations arb.purely motivators, then their

specific relationship to the information presentod in the text should make

little difference as far'as text rec is concerned. Some In:published

data by Michael Pressley and myself show_that this is simply not the case.

When 4, year-old childrk.n were explicaly inStructed to remember
t

intorm4tion presented in a text, provi4ing illustrations per se was

not sufficient to improve text recall. When the illustrationssconveyed

the same information as the text, recaa was indeed enhanced, but when

the illustrated information contradict:ed that in. thi text, recall suffered.

Children continued to recall the ill. strated content rather than the text

they were told-to,remember. A stri(t (content-free) m(?ti-Nation function

'of illustrations-would be hard presed to account for these findings.

Mv best guess about the role of Ultistrations as motivators'in child-

dren's prose-learning situations is that., in general, they have little effec,t.

0--As long as the passages presented are suffici&aly interesting, there

is no reason to believe that illustrations increase children's interest
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in the text. Eve'n if they do, how much does this increased interest

(however slight) contribute to improved prose recall? Perhaps with

extremely dull passages; illustratipns serve a No Doz function, thereby

improving recall (i.e., children who were awake when the passagegkwere

read tend to recall more than childre ao were asleep). But such an

antisoporific explanation is merely a sophomoric explankion until the

relevant data have been collected.

4. Reiteration function. A fourth proposed function'of prose pictures

is that they simply repeat the information presented in the text.

This wovid be especially true.of illustrations that are substantially .

redundant with the text content (Levin & Lesgold, 1978). A_cording to this

explanation, illuStrations provi, tional exposures of the text

(especially in comparison to sin,, Auditory receptions). Because learning

theorists subscribing to such notions.as "repet_don,"."exercise," and

"frequency" would advocate that more is better than less, the contribution

of illustrations to improved prose recall can be accounted for in purely

quantitative terms: Providing illustrations gliarantees a second exposure

of the prose content, and two exposures are'better than only one.

There may well be some truth to this picture function. For'example,

Levin. Render, and Lesgold (197b) found that children who were'Presented

each sentence of a prose passage twice in succession recalled more passage

content in cOmparison to children who were presented each sentence only

once. That is, repetition per se did elevate,recall. But illustrations

.have been found to afford Something mote than just a Simple repetition

of the prose content. In the first place, children in the Levin et al. 1

(1976) study who viewed story-relevant illustrations recalled more prose

5).
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content in comparison to children in the just described repetition

condition. Second, Ruch and Ievin (1977) found picteires and rentition

r
to produce qualitatively different :ecall patterns: Pictures facilitated

recall of prose.sontent cued by both verbatim ancrparap4rased'questioris,
.

P
whereas reptitition only facilitated recall of prose Cdntent 'cue47by,

verbatim questions. Moreovei, A repetition procedure is sdWetimeS not
A.

,

even facilitative at.all, eventthcwgh providing illustritiOns.produces

striking gains (Bender & Levin, 1978).
_

Thus; although something'akin VO vepetition component malY underlie

c the positive prose-learning effects that gre.attributable to illustralions,

such.a component can account for neither the bagatude,nor the generality

of illustration effects. In shcrt, to view a 'text-relevaprillustration

is to do Liore*ehan simply "pay it again, Sam."

The final four proposed functions cC prose pictures cpnstitute a

. A
more serious attempt to get at exactly what pictures are getting at. This-

. is not lo say that tRe third and fourth proposed functions,ought fo be

dismissed,so readily; rather,, they are cotparatively less interesting
41.

aolprding to the cognitive-psychological perspective adopted by the

rpresent author. In particular, the iinal fdur functions focus on the

concreteness, relatedness, meaningfulness, and memorableness aspects of

pictures.. Moreover, as will become apparent, none of these specific

functions is necessarilY unique to pictures. Rather, each may be thought

of as a general 'strategy for improving children's prose learning

(Levin & Pressley, in press), which in turn subsumes such alternative

techniques as question answering, paraphrasing, classifying, note taking,

11P -

.ahd verbal analogues to the pictorial strategies discus, sld here.
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5. ii;*.mtal,lentation function. This function and ple next assume

that prose content presented in a format or mode that is different

from that of the original will aid learning. Tabular, graphic, or

taxonomic representations of a text, and underlining, segmenting, or

summarizing important text sectionF constitute commonly applied format

changes that characterize the present intent. In terms of the representa-

tion function as appli'ed,to pictures, te3m-relevant illustrations and

, images tals.e information that was represented in one mode (verbal) and

repre'sent it in another (pictorial). Enhanced xecall of such pictoria1ly

represented information Weuld be anticipated from'a number of theoretical

'pArspectives (cf. Chatala,, Levin, & Wilder, 1973; Nelson, Reed, &

McEvoy, 1977; Paivio, 1971) which will not be detailed here. 'Suffice

it to say that pictures make the to-be-learned information more

si)ee_i_fle. They also provide a second moda!itx through which the

text information can be directly represented in the brain (i.e.,

visually in, the right hemisphere in additkon to veibally in the left).

'For present purposes, however, we will regard the representation function

of pictures as.one of simply rendering the. prose content more concrete.
° Q. 4 to

iccording to the representatiodlunction, pictures.lay down a

memory trace" th--for any or all of the tileoretical reasons just

alluded to--is stronger than that associaXei- with a strict-Verbal

representation of the text. This greater trace strength is assumed to

pay off both during initial storage of the passage Content and

during subsequent retrieval of that content. More about these notpna

will b, presented in the next section.
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6. Organization function. The assumption underlying this function

is that well-organized text information will be better recalled than

only loosely,organized or fragmefited text inform4tion. In most of the

children's pictures-in-prose studies reviewed by Levin and Leigold (1978),

concrete narrative passages were used. Such passages are typically

straightforward and well structured. For less-than-optimally-structured

passages, however, pictures may help to organize the-pntent better..This

is essentially the rationale adopted by Steingart and Clock (1979). In

their study, it was expected'that a visual imagery strategy would serve

an important organizatiOn function for passage content that was potentially

c1assifiable, but which was not presented according to its optimal

structure. Unfortunately, a numbei of methodological difficulties

compromise interpretation of tl.e .-,sults, but application of pictures

to the kind of texts used by Steingart and Clock illustrates the present

organization function.

The organization function was also assumed to be operative in

he previously mentioned Levin (1973) study. In that study, well

structured narrative passages were used. Hoi../ever, some of the children

were poor comprehenders for whem it could be reasoned that effective

encoding of passage content did not occur during the normal reading process.

14111 these students were instructed to apply a visual imagery strategy,

their prose recall increased dramatically. A plausible interpretation of

this finding is that the imagery strategy forced integration of information

that otherwise would have been encoded only in fragmentary bits and pieces.

Thus, one of the few impressive demonstrations of imagery strategy effects in

the childrep'ff prose-learning literature is believed to have capitalized

primarily on the organization function of pictures.
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The amount of facilitation anticipated from this,function is likely

intimately connected to specific text and learner characteristics of

the kind discussed here. The corresponding entry in Table l'reflects

the variable beriefits assumed to be associated with the organization
function.

7. Interpretation function. Arguments similar to those just made

also characterize the interpretation function. That is, in comparison
t.o the representation

function(wherp oaRy-to_-follow text- is represente

literally), a greater amount of faci4tation would be expected when

relatively complex or difficult-to-comprehend information is made

more understandable. In general, such an interpretation-function

would reflect content clarifications that are directed toward enhancing

the student's understanding of that content. In some cases, the

clarifications may be substantial, as when the provision of an advance

organizer or analogy permits apparently incomprehensible prose (or

poetry;) to be understood, or when these same devices contribute to

one's processing of text from a totally new, extraliteral, perspective.

One of the basic premises associated with the interpretation function

is that to understand new information, one must relate it to existing'

knowledge. Given this description, the reader should have little

difficulty incorporating contemporary schema theory notions (cf. Anderson,

Spiro, & Montague; 1977) into what is intended by the iuterpretation

function.

A case for pictures in this regard can be found in Levin and Pressley's

iin press) discussion oC"stage-setting" and other content-clarifying
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strategies used to ephance children's prose learniing. The reader is re-
Aferred to the Levin and Pressley chapter for illustrations of the kinds of

strategies that have proven successful. 'The'dependence of each of these

strategies upon the student's pripr knowledge is obvious. What needs to be

reiterated here, 1164ever, is that 'the amount of success to be expected

from any of these strategies likely depends upon the familiarity and/or,

complexity of the material being learned.,With easy-to-understand

materials, pictures would not serve an interpretation function; rather,

___whatever benefi-ts-are-abherved wdul-d-Haire to be associated with one or

more of the other Table 1 functions. In contrast, when content-

clarifying pictures accompany difficult-to-understand prose passages,

the role played by the interpretation function of pictures becomes pre-

eminent, with.correspondingly substantial .recall gains anticipated as

a result. The position in Table I occupied by this -function is based

on the assumption that the type of text being studied merits the use of

content-clarifying pictures.

8. Transformation function. If the interpretation function is

ai:oci.;.ted with prose.materials that are difficult to comprehend, then

the transformation function is reserved for prose passages whose

constituents may not be that difficult to cOmprehend, but which

contain information that is difficult to remember. .ExamPles of such

texts include historical passages where names, events, sequences, and

dates are important to remember; and medical and other scientific

texts, where easily identified
concepts, principles, and functions

have to be associated with unfamiliar technical terminology. According
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to L-he transformation function, the existidg content must he cnanged

into.a form that promotes better long-term memory for that content.

-Such changes also include the creation of new (extratextual) information

to aid in storage and retrieval of the passage content. Although

appropriate verbal transformations of the passage can certainly be

prescribed, pictorial transformations are viewed, here as being especially

helpful. As will be argued shortly, illustrations' representation and

transformation functions can be effeet4vely.combined to produce a powerful

effect on students' prose.recall.

As will also be seen, maximum prose7learning facilitation is believed

to occur when the transformation function, rather than just the representa-

tion function, is operative. That is, pictures serving as mnemonic

devices are hypothesized to yield the very greatest prose-learning

1

benefits. Until only recently, however, little if any attention has been

paid to pictures serving in-this capacity. Indeed, the hypothesized

transformation function hdlds the key.to understanding why the prose-

learning imagery effects reported to date have been singularly

unimpressive. This key will now be used to unlock the illustration-

versus-imagery dilemma that has surfaced repeatedly throughout the

chapter.

"Functional" Analysis of illustrations Versus Imagery

The general analysis to be presented here can perhaps best be

captured by the graph that is Figure 2.
3

The basic.message conveyed

3
Note that only two of the eight functions of Table I are included in thisanalysis. This,is reflected in the author's bias that the two included
are most directly related to .the issue, at hand. The Organization and inter-
pretation functions, though omitted here, obviously play an important role
with certain classes of prose material and for certain,kinds of students
(see our previous discussion and Levin N Pressley, in press).
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Illustrations

Imagery

Representation Transformation

Picture Function

Figure 2. Anticipated learning benefits associated with illuStratiOns and

imagery.

3 oto

3
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by that figure is twofold; First, the major impact of pictures on

prose-learning facilitation derives from their transformation function

rather than from their representation function. Second, much larger

facilitatiod differences between visual illustraticns and vi.sual imagery

are associated with the representatiOn function than with thp transfor-
,

mation function. The figure aa draWn applies not only to the children st
0

.

prose-learning literature of pie ent concern, but 'to more fundamental
, .

studies of associative learning as well. Let us briefly consider

the figure in that latter context first.

Associative-learninz findings. The basic findings in this literature,

following over 10 years of experimental investigation (see Bower, 1972;

Levin, 1976; Paivio, 1971; and Pressley, 1977) are accurately reflected

by Figure 2. In particular, consider the task of associating arbitrarily

paired concrete nouns. It is well established that if the experimenter

provides pictorial representations of those nouns (i.e., two pictures

side,by side), associativp recall is moderately increased (relative to

associating just the verbal labels). In contrast, instructing subjects

to generate side-by-side imaginal representations has little or no

effect on performance. Such a finding can be exPlained in terms of

our previously discussed memory trace notions. First, it was argued

in an earlier section that the process of perceiving illustrations results

in a more reliable encoding of that information, in comparison to the .

process of generating images. Second, illustrations are more concrete

than visual images in the Paivio (1971) sense. As a result, in comparison

to visual imagery, the trace laid down by pictures is a stronger and
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more reliable one. According to present terminology, the representation

function is more effectively realized by illustrations than it is by

imagery. Corroborative'data in support of these assumptions are provided N.

by Chatal. eve!. (1973), and will not be reviewed here.

Equally well established in the basic associative-l-arning literature

is the findin&xthat facilitatip produced by providing illustratiZtns per se

I.

is not nearly as great as that produced by 'ereating a meaningful

assoCiative link between the paired items. Such linkings invariably

-1-nvolve "claborat-ions" (Rohwet;-1973)---or=----adopzinutive-piresent terminably--

"transformations" of the nominal stimuli, in order to render them more

memorable. An illustration or image in which the two items are interacting;

in a,meaningful way has been found to constitute a highly effective

mnemonic.strategy. When purposeful mnemonic activity is involved:the

difference between illustration and imagery efficacy diminishes,

especially when cognitively advanced (older and intellectually more

capable) students represent the target population. A small difference

betiween illustration and imagery variations has been retained in

Figure 2 to remind us of the potentially weaker and more variable

trace associated with the latter. Note, however, the much greater

amount of facilitation expected from thetwo strategies capitalizing

on the transformation function (likely representation.plus trans-

formation) than from the two strategies capitalizing simply on the

representation function. Now, with the associative-learning findings

in mind, let us eonsider the extant prose-learning findings frop a

similar perspective.

JR.
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Prose-learning findius. Anc'important,distinction between basic

associative learning and prose learning needs to be made at the out-

set. -Whereas the former is inherentiy arbitrary and .rote in nature, the

latter is usually thematic and meaningful. Certainly the distinction

ppears to be a wait! one %Awn distinguishing between the task of ,-

recalling noun pairs and that oe recalling narrative prose. With,t0W
Isar

. . e'xceptions, it can be stated t,liat mot of the pictures-in-prose,

literature derives from 1.-4hat will be described here loosely as fairly
1

i

straightforward, concrete narrative passages. That is, the passages are

comprehensible, they describe concrete (visualizable) incidentW, and they

follow a logical sequence with a prevailing theme, to name a few salient
;

characteristics.

1. Pictures as literal representations. Consider the role played

by visual imagery instructions in the vast majority of children's prose-

Iearnink studies to date. With the concrete narrative passages employed,

it is a 'safe bet that a good deal of effective comprehension activities

are being carried out sontaneously by those who are asked to prOcess the

story content. Exactly what kind of strategies are employed by normal

prose comprehenders is not relevant to the present discussion. Quite

possibly, however, visual imagery is involved to some extent. The polnt

here is that explicit visual imagery instructions likely do not do much

in the way of promoting effective information processing beyond that

which students normally do anyway. Since we have already argued that the ,

representation function associated with visual imagery instructions is

not a potent one, certainly one cannot expect much help in that'regard.

In contrast, however, the more potent representation function of
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illustrations might be expected to giv.e prose recall somewhat of a

boost. This is the.usual empirical result, as has been discussed

throughout the chapter.

.Additional data tipiort the notion of 4eptesentation'strength
4 4

differences,petween illOttations.andlijgery in prose-learning

contexts, Guttmann et al.'(1977) devised a special kind of piltorial

...lid to increase theyotency of visual instruczions. These "partial

pictures" were illustrations whicn contained some, but not all, of the

story's content. What was not depicted, however, was hinted at by

being just outside the picture frame or obscured by an object in the

illustration. Consider, for example, the partial picture of Figure 3,

where children heard the accompanying sentence: One evening Sue's iapilL

sat down to eat a big turkey for dinner. It is important to note that

in each partial picture, the information that was later asked for ( .g.,

What did Sue's family eat for dinner one evening?), was not visible.

Students who viewed such pictures were instructed to create images ofi

the missing content. Gutmann et al. found that partial pictures

produced an intermediate level of performance in second-grade children,

falling somewhere between complete imagery instructions on the one

hand and complete illustrations on the other. In a followup study,

Ruch and Levin (1979) found that still younger children (first graders)

could benefit from partial pictures only as long as they were reinstated

during testing.

3 V
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Figure 3. Example of a par'..ial picture (Guttmann et al., 1977).

3
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..:Iough not previously discussed in exactly these terms; it could

be argued that partial pictures serve'as aids for strengthening an

imagery representation. For some children, ehe increased concreteness

afforded by partial pictures may succeed where straight imagery

instructions would fail.). And for still Other (younger) children,

the provision of partial pictures as concrete imagery-retrpval cues

mayaserve to re-evoke an_otherwise forgotten representation. Ruch and

Lev,in (1977, 1979) hp.ve documented that retrieval pictures per se (i.e.,

without prior study pictures). or verbal retrieval cues do not produce

comparzble recall benefits. This suggests that a concrete representa-

tion must first be established before it can be re-evoked by a

similarly concrete retrieval cue.
OK

2. Pictures as mnemonic transformations. With prose that does not

leap out in easy-to-prOcess narrative fashion, the strain on one's

comprehension and memory facilities can be considerably increased.

ProceFsing difficult-to-comprehend infqrmation fall under the aegis

of the interpretation function which is not conEidered further here.

But what about easily comprehended inormation-that is difficult

to code for future retrieval? As mertioned previously, such content

is perhaps best represented by science. and social studies passages,

where lots of new information (names, (kites, evehts, terminology)

presFnted. Such information is likely to require more than a passive,

effortless encoding. Enter the transformation function. Here, the

idea is to construct pictures that tralsform information that is only

weakly connected intOc more memorable representations. In the associa-

tive-learning literature, arbi4arily paired objects were placed in a
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meaningf01 relational context. With factual prose passages, analogous

importations may well be required. Let u consider an initial research

attempt by Linda Shriberg, Christine McCOrmick,, and myself to set at

sottv of these notions.

Shriberg, Levin, and McCormick (Note 7) constructed ii4Ssages that.

told about thmous" people and their accomplishments. The people's

names were ac.tually raridómly drawn from the phone book and paired with

fictitious accdmplishments. Twelve name-accomplishment pairs were

genera.ted in this,fashion, with each person's accomplishment described
dr

n a three-sentence passage. In addition to the critical name-accomplish-

ment information, each accomplishment was further'detailA0 by two pieces

of incidental information in eaCh passage. Consider, for example, the

following passage: Animal rdVers all bver the world are impressed that,

Charlene !4cKune has taught her_pet cat how to-count. The cat can count

to 20 without making any mistakes. Moreover, the remarkabYe cat can do

some siu]ple addition. TheecritiLal'nnme-accomplishmont information is

that ChWrlene N^Kune's claim to fame is her counting cat. All students
A

(eighth graders) were told explicitly to learn that information. The

passage also states that the cat can both count to 20 and do some

simyle addition. These are the two incidental details that students

were not ..t,old explicitly to learn.

Control students were simply read the passages. Pictures stC,dents

were shown,illustratiOns'n which each person's name was mnemonically

linked to his or her accomplishment. The illustrations conformed to the'

. requisites of the transformation function, as described in this chapter.

That is, they took the Initial information and transformed it into
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something more memorable. For the present example, McKune

which is not picturable sounds something like raccoon which

is. The resulting illustration capitalized on the picturable

name derivative, linking it to the picturable accomplishment--

see Figure 4. A different set of illustrations was shown to

Pictures Plus students. In addition to providing the critical

mnemonic transformation, they included the incidental details

mentioned in the passage. As may be seen in Figure 5, not .

only is the raccoon-counting cat illustrated, but so are the

cat's counting-to-twenty and simple addition abilities. ln

terms of the present functional distinction, the details

illustrated in the Pictured Plus condition are clearly of the

representation variety,4in contrast to the,:critical name-

accomplishment illustrations in both picture conditions, which

are of the transformation variety. Finally, it should be

mentioned that.although students in both picture conditions had

previously,learned name derivatives (e.g., McKune .----. raccoon)

for all 12 people, they were shown a.ctual illustrations for only

the first six passages. For the second six, they were told

to use the same method to make up their own internal pictures

(visual images).

Consistent with the present conceptualization summarized in

Figure 2, both illustrations and visual imagery instructions

substantially facilitated students' critical name-accomplishment

41;
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Figure 4. Example-of a simple picture used to improve

name-accomplishment recall (Shriberg et al.,

Note 2).
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*owe

Figure 5. Example of an embellished picture used to,improve

name-accomplishment recall (Shriberg et al., Note 2).
. ,

'ee

"`"
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recall (e.g., What WAS Charlene McKune famous for?). On the first six

passages, students shown illustrations recalled about three times as much

'ot that information in comparison to controls; on the last six passages,

imagery instructions produced about a two-to-One advantage. Of course,

picture type (illustrationsys. imagery) and order (first six passages

vs. last six) are confounded in this study, so no direct comparison

of illustrations and imagery should be made. The main point here is that

very impressive gains in critical name-accomplishment information were

effected by mnemonlc imagery instructions (just as in the associative-

learning literature). This is- in striking contrast to previous prose-

learning studies, based on simple narrative passages, where imagery

instructions do little in the way of enhancing recall. Of course, the,

transformation vs. rvpresentatinn function distinction presumably is

involved.

There is another aspect of the Shriberg et al. (Note 2) data that

bolsters the transformation-representation distinction as well. After

students were tested for critical name-accomplishment recall, they iviere

tested for incidental detail recall in the following manner: First,

they were reminded of an individual and his or her accomplishment (e.g.,

Charlene McKune was famous for her counting cat); then, they were asked

about the two pieces of incidental information (e.g., How high can

the cat count successfully? and What else can the cat do?). For

students who had actually seen the incidental information Pictured

(Pictures Plus, first six passages), recall of that information was
. .

qt.
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moderately facilitated. This finding is consistent with a representa-

tion function account of visual illustrations when simple narrative

passages comprise the prose materials. So is the finding that when

the incidental information was not illustrated (Pictures, all 12

passages; and Pictures Plus, last six passages), no facilitated recall

of that information was detected. Whether or not such a finding Fould

hold up if students were told explicitly to remember the details is one

of the questions we are currently.pursuing in a follow-up study.. We

are conducting another study as well that will permit a very clean

separation of the repreSentation and transformation functions

described here.'

In any event, the Shriberg et al. (Note.2) data mesh well with "the

irit of Figure 2. First, the benefits accruing to the-transformation

function of pictures (i.e., by mnemonially coding the critical name-acc'om-

plishment information) can be substantial, for both pictures on the page

(illustrations) and pictures in-the head (imagery). A recent prose-learning

demonstration with adults also highlights the tremendous educational

potential of Mnemonic pictures when used in this fashion-(Krebs, Snowman, &

Smith, 1978). Second, the benefits accruing to the representation function

of pictures (i.e., by picturing the incidental details) are.moderate

for illustrations and minimal or even nonexistent for visual imagery.

This latter set of findings very accurately captures the differing

representation strengths assuwed to be served by illustrations and imagery

when applied to literally encoded (rather than transformed) text.
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Summary

I conclude this chapter by reiterating and expanding upon the pictures-

in-prose observations of Levin and Lesgold (1978). Visual illnstrations

'definitely do help children recall prose information. Just how much

depends, of course, upon the "kind of illustrations provided, aS well

as upon a number of other previously stated ground rules. Included in

these rules is the type of prose passage presented. A very large

number of studies support the conclusion that with simple narrative

prose, illustration effects are moderate, amounting to at least 40%

tacilitation. The Berry and Levin (Note l) study mentioned here suggests

r,hat illustrdtions, used in conjunction with simple newspaper articles,

'also produce moderate recall benefits. In contrast, with passages

containing difficult-to-remember information, the advantages associated

with mnemonic illustrations can be even greater. In the Shriberg

ec al. (Note 2) study reviewed here, illustrations improved eighth graders'

recall of important information by' about 200%.

With pictures defined as visual imagery however, about the safest

conClusion is that, prose facilitation is only a "sozetime thing." With

simple narrative passages, instructions to generate corresponding

visual images Often do not improve recall and when they, do, the amount

of facilitation produced is small. Moreover, the prose-learning conditions

under which visual imagery would even be expected to facilitate recall

have not been carefully delineated. For example, researchers have

capitalizing'on the integrative character

through concrete analogy, to serve as

barely scratched the surface in

of imagery or on its potential,

a useful interpretive vehicle. Okimism stems, hoWever, from the

4 3

411,
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Shriberg et. al. (Note 2) study in which students applying _a mnemonic

imagery strategy were,able to increase their recall of important

prose information by about 100%. It is clear,that a good deal of

careful thinking need to be done about what visual imagery can and

cannot be expected to accomplish in various prose-learning situations.

As an initial attack on that problem, a conceptual framework

was presented to permit a formal distinction among tho several functions

that prose-learning pictures likely serve. Two of these functions
4

(the representation function and the transformation function) proved

useful in differentiating bet1Ween the magnitude and,consistency of

picture effects,that can be antipipated from one prose-lear Ing

study to the next. The "functional" analysis also proved helpful in

identifying both the kinds of variables that need to. be controlled

for when looking for pictures-in-prose effects, as well as the kind

ot research that still needs to be conducted to isolate the

contributions of specific picture components.
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